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MAIN IDEA

The key to generating impressive sales growth in
any organization is always the same three factors:

Vision

You need to paint a magnetic and compelling
picture of where you want to head as an
organization and what you want to achieve. If this
vision is engaging enough, people will become
excited about the journey ahead.

People

To excel in growing sales, you've got to have the
right person in charge. The CEO or owner should
never wear the sales manager hat – you need
someone who is working on that full-time and with
their full attention. Don't make your best
salesperson your sales manager – all you end up
doing is losing your best producer and getting a
mediocre manager in return. Get the right people
into the key spots and your sales will soar.

Culture

Create a workplace that people can't wait to get to
each day. If you're company is full of people who are
passionate about what they do, your customers will
notice & respond.

"Sports teams, whether professional, college, or

high school, are run better than most businesses.

The teams practice. They have game plans. They

have systems and processes. And they learn to

leverage opportunities to score. I focus on what

leads to success: the importance of leverage, and

of systems and processes. Through leverage, you

can generate more business with less work, while

systems and processes promote uniformity and

consistency."

– Jack Daly

Vision
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To grow your sales and take them to
the next level, you need an engaging
vision. You need something inspiring
which wi l l spark everyone's
imagination and get them moving
forward with purpose and energy.

Great visions provide the stickability
you will need to get through the
rough patches which inevitably lie
ahead. Your vis ion must be
grounded in the realities of today but
leave no doubt as to the
opportunities of tomorrow.

The essential components of an
engaging vision are:

To generate hyper sales growth, you
have put in place a sales manager
who will think and act like a coach.
Sales management is the key to
generating more sales.

Specifically, you need a sales
manager who wil l teach your
salespeople how to think like, act like
and be top performers:
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People

To boost sales to levels you've never
before seen, you' l l need a
sales-centered and sales-focused
culture. You also need a company
filled with go-getters, not a company
full of people who are trying to pass
the buck.

Creating a workplace that works in
terms of boosting sales isn't rocket
science. The tasks that you'll need to
do are reasonably straightforward:
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Culture

� Be memorable

Follow the critical path�

� Have self belief

Reverse-engineer sales�

Manage the pipeline�

� Test the limits

� Create perceived value

Have the right touch�

� Develop success guides

� Recruit top performers

Never stop training�

� Set poor performers free

Think like a coach�

� Lead from the top

Make your work fun�

Design your culture�

� Win people's hearts

� Hire motivated people

Get out of their way�

Vision People Culture

People

Culture
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